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Spica Angelus
The Angelus builds upon the virtues of Spica's famous TC50, and extends these virtues in the right sonic directions. That's
what Spica intended to do with this larger sibling of the TC-50,
and that's exactly what they accomplished.
The TC-SO gained its fame, first in these pages and most recently with raves in the worldwide press, with spectacular stereo
imaging and natural musical sound. The stereo imaging was the
best in the world when the TC-50 was introduced, and it still is essentially unsurpassed, being moreless matched now by the WAIT
and the Angelus itself. Its stereo imaging was so superior that the
speakers themselves literally disappeared in your listening room,
and the stereo stage blossomed holographically.
The TC-:50 was also very musical in its various sonic qualities. It has excellent temporal coherence, especially through the
midranges, which gives music a tactile, seamless believability.
The tonal balance was warm and sweet (when listened to at the correct vertical axis, which some reviewers forg9t to do), which again
makes the music sound natural, and furthermore makes any driver
irregularities seem innocuous.
The Angelus retains all these virtues. Its stereo imaging is
just as superb, and in some respects even slightly better. The
speaker location literally disappears, just like the TC-50 and
WAIT. The sound stage is wide, deep, holographic, and rich. On
large scale works, there is an even richer sense of palpable acoustic
space than with the TC-50, probably thanks to the Angelus' superiority in treble transparency and coherence through the midranges
(plus the fact that it is not working so hard at a given loudness).
The Angelus, like the TC-50, is quite forgiving of various
room placements, yielding this superb stereo imaging over a surprising range of speaker locations relative to the room and relative
to each other. All it asks, as with most speakers, is that you keep
each speaker well away from the side and rear walls.
The Angelus surpasses the TC-50 in ils well known and well
liked overall musical naturalness and seamless tactile coherence, especially through the midranges. This is probably due to the superior woofer in the Angelus, which is an Audax TPX cone unit, and
so has less cone breakup colorations than the Audax paper cone
unit in the TC-50. This in tum also makes the woofer usable to
higher frequencies, so the Angelus has a higher crossover frequency
than the TC-50 (in spite of the fact that its woofer has a larger diameter). And this higher crossover frequency in turn means that the
Audax tweeter doesn't have to work as hard in the Angelus, which
further explains the improved system transparency over the TC-50.
From the bottom of the spectrum up through the midranges,
the Angelus maintains the same warm tonal balance and comfortable musicality that earn the TC-50 such high marks around the
world.The midranges also have superb seamless coherence, even
better than the TC-50. This is especially gratifying on vocal and
chamber music solos, whether classical or jazz; instruments and
voices simply jell together, harmonically and temporally. Achieving this seamless coherence through the midranges is the primary
reason that designer John Bau chose to make the Angelus a 2 way
rather than a 3 way system, and the sonic results in these aspects
certainly justify this choice.
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The bass of the Angelus is naturally far beller than the TC50, as one would expect from a larger woofer and a much larger enclosure. Likewise, the Angelus is more efficient, and also can comfortably play louder than the TC-50. Thus, the Angelus significantly improves upon the only real shortcomings of the TC-50,
limited bass and limited loudness capability (limitations that of
course must exist in any compact sealed enclosure speaker).
The Angelus is still not a room shaker in bass extension or
loudness capability. That is to be expected from a woofer merely 8
inches in diameter, in a sealed enclosure. Note that using a larger
woofer would have meant a lower crossover or a 3 way system, either of which would have sacrificed some of that seamless midrange coherence that was Bau's primary design goal. Also note that
the sealed enclosure, while limiting bass extension, allows better
quality in bass transient response. The quality of the Angelus' bass
blends naturally with the rich warmth, without ever becoming obtrusive or heavy handed, in the one note boom that characterizes
most vented enclosure systems.
The tonal balance of the Angelus is very neutral within its
operating range. Other speakers with rich warmth often sound as if
they have a depressed midrange. But the Angelus stays comfortably
warm, giving instruments and vocalists a substantive body and
sounding board richness, while still giving the midranges their full
due, being neither reticent nor too forward through the midranges.
Then come the interesting trebles, above 6 kc. The trebles are
also in the correct proportion quantitatively, maintaining the Angelus' neutral tonal balance. But their quality is unique. The quality
of the Angelus' trebles is like that of an electrostatic speaker,
unique for a speaker with a soft dome tweeter. Again, the trebles
are not too bright in quantity. Nor does anyone area of the trebles
sound peaky. Instead, the trebles have an alert, razor clear quality.
Some listeners will find this e1ec(rostatic-like clarity very revealing and exciting, while others may find it a bit much and
somewhat artificial, or at least incongruous with what they expect
from a warm sounding cone speaker system. If you fall into the
latter camp when you hear the Angelus, first make sure that the electronics and front end of the system do not already have treble
peaks or artificial treble hardness that is being fed to the Angelus;
the Angelus will mercilessly reveal these problems, and you'l! erroneously attribute them to the speaker. If the rest of the system is
musically natural and liquid, without solid Slate artifice, then the
Angelus' trebles will still have that quality of electrostatic razor
clarity, but it won't be excessive. Whether or not you like this is a
matter for your taste.
The Angelus does have some limitations that are dictated by
the laws of physics for any two way speaker system with a moderate size woofer in a moderate size enclosure. There are the expected
limitations in bass extension and loudness capability. Here the Angelus has a good tradeoff among the mutual dependent parameters
of bass quality, bass extension, and power handling; bass quality is
kept at a higher level than in some other competing speakers.
We also noticed the expected limitation of woofer modulation
distortion when the music gets complex and loud (but still well below the system's ultimate loudness capability). This is heard as a
vague muddling of inner detail and texture, especially in the midranges, when the music gets complex and louder. It could be allevi-

ated by a different approach to system design, but then the AngeIus' excellent seamless coherence through the midranges and its
bass transient quality would suffer. Fortunately, this muddling is
not noticeable on the chamber music (classical, jazz, folk, etc.)
where the Angelus truly shines. And other similarly sized, similarly priced speakers have the same problem.
The Angelus has excellent freedom from foreign mechanical
colorations on most music, in mosl respects. Most music simply
sounds disanningly natural. The TPX cone of the Audax woofer is
intended to have lower colorations than the paper cone woofers
used in some other speakers (including the TC-50), and it clearly is
indeed better. For that matter, even the usual softening coloration
of a soft dome tweeter, euphonic though it may be in other speak~
ers, is absent from the Angelus, as its trebles have instead that
electrostatic crystalline quality we described above. The only residual coloration we heard from the Angelus that was bothersome on
a few instruments was a slight rubber band twang coloration, audible as a foreign shadow on some nylon guitar string plucks. The
pitch of the lingering foreign twang seemed to be about 500 hz.

The Enclosure Design
One other aspect of the Angelus deserves special mention.
Other speakers are just boxes (or panels). The Angelus is a stunning piece of modern sculpture, which deserves to be seen in the
finest homes. This beauty is more than skin deep. It is also uniquely and cleverly functional. How? Well, thai involves a story.
You see, most other speaker systems actually have more
crossover points than you think they do. At least one driver in
most other speaker systems undergoes a transition in the middle of
its operating frequency range. One part of the driver's operating frequency range is radiated into the room in one fashion, and the other
part in another fashion. Thus, there are discontinuities right in the
middle of this driver's operating frequency range.
These transitions, in the middle of a driver's frequency range,
occur because the lower part is not supported by the baffle dimension, while the upper part is supported. Technically, this means
that the driver is radiating inlo 4 pi space for the lower part of its
frequency range, and radiating into 2 pi space for the upper part or
half of its frequency range. When a driver's output is supported by
the baffle and radiates into 2 pi space instead of 4 pi space, as is
the case for the upper part of its frequency range, its output level
rises on axis. So a frequency response rise or hump occurs right in
the middle of this driver's frequency range, just as if there were an
extra crossover point with an erroneously designed transition at
this middle point.
Some speaker system designs try to compensale for these errors by introducing compensating errors in the crossover network.
But this makes for complex crossover networks, which degrade the
sound with all their added parts. And this on axis fix may worsen
power response errors from the radiation transitions affecting off
axis response, thus worsening the tonal balance of the speaker in
your room because the reverberant sound field is further colored.
For example, one reason that many British speakers sound polite
and recessed, in the midrange and upper midrange, is that the woofer makes a transition to 2 pi radiation as it enters the midrange,
this causes a rise in response on axis, complex fixes are added to
the crossover to flatten this rise on axis - but these fixes cause a
valley off axis, and so a midrange valley in the power response,
hence a valley in lhe overall perceived tonal balance in real rooms.
In addition to these tonal balance anomalies, there's also an~
other problem that plagues most other speakers from these transitions: the dreaded heartbreak of time smear. You see, the reason for
the transition from 4 pi to 2 pi radiation in the middle of a driver's
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range is that the wavelength at this frequency has become short
enough to be 'comparable to the dimensions of the front baffle. But
that also means that such wavelengths (and the shorter wavelengths
of all higher frequencies in this driver's operating range) face an
abrupt discontinuity at the front baffle edges, from 2 pi space to 4
pi space (sort of like abruptly sailing off the edge of a flat earth).
And so these wavelengths reflect and diffract (re-radiate) from this
abrupt edge. This secondary radiation lags behind the primary direct
radiation from the driver itself, so it time smears the music and degrades stereo imaging.
This second problem of time smear afflicts the entire portion
of a driver's operating frequency range that occurs as 2 pi radiation.
How to solve this problem? One approach is to absorb the sideward radiation before it even gets to the front baffle edges; Spica
pioneered thick felt damping of the front panel in their TC-sO to
accomplish just this, and the Angelus has similar treatment. Another approach is to round the comers of all front baffle edges, so
the discontinuity is gentle instead of sharp. But these two approaches only work for the higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths), those coming from the tweeter driver, where the thickness
of felt or the radius of the rounded corner is comparable to the dimension of the wavelength. Thus, the woofer driver (and the midrange in a 3 way system) still face this time smear problem for the
part of their operating frequency range that radiates into 2 pi space.
How to solve this problem? Simple. Make the front baffle dimensions small enough for the woofer driver so that there is no 2
pi radiation at all, for its entire operating frequency range. With a
small enough front baffle, the entire frequency range from the driv~
er radiates into 4 pi space. So there's no time smear problem, and
no degradation of stereo imaging. Also, there's no transition from
4 pi to 2 pi radiation within the driver's operating range, so the
firsl problem above is also solved. The on axis frequency response
stays smooth, and so does the off axis power response, without
any complex fixes in the crossover being necessary.
That's why the waist of the Angelus is narrow, to give a
small baffle dimension to the woofer, so that its entire radiation is
4 pi and never becomes 2 pi.
The Angelus' enclosure sides are also tapered, so that the baffle dimension is not unifonn, and the drivers are also placed asymmetrically on the baffle. These tactics insure that whatever residual
secondary radiation effects might remain are smoothly spread out
over time and frequency, not concentrated at anyone value (where
they would be much more audible). The result is smoother frequency response and time response from all outward radiation.
Of course, this baffle tapering yields further benefits in that
the inside enclosure dimensions are non-unifonn, which insures
that no internal air volume resonances, and no panel vibration resonances, have a chance to build up at specific frequency or time values. That's why the bOllom half of the Angelus enclosure is also
tapered, as well as the top half where the drivers are mounted. This
double taper gives the Angelus that elegant modem sculpture look,
worthy of an art museum.
So now we know why the waist of the Angelus is narrow,
and why the front baffle and enclosure dimensions are tapered. But
why is there a large baffle area for the tweeter?
The large baffle area for the tweeter creates a 2 pi radiation environment for the tweeter's entire operating range, down to the
lowest frequencies it puts out. Why not create a 4 pi environment
with a very small baffle dimension, like the woofer has? That
would be physically impossible, because, at the highest frequencies
put oul by the tweeter, even the metal tweeter mounting plate has
dimensions too large, and creates a 2 pi environment. Thus, the
only way to avoid a transition from 4 pi to 2 pi space, somewhere
in the middle of the tweeter's operating range, is to create a unifonn 2 pi environment, with a relatively large baffle for the tweet-

er. This means that there is no awkward radiation transition in the
middle of the tweeter's operating range. This gives the Angelus
much smoother frequency response and power response from the
tweeter, just as from the woofer, without the need for complex
crossover fixes.
Of course this baffle has tapered edges, to avoid secondary radiation or interference occurring at any specific value of frequency
or time. And of course the whole front baffle has thick layer of
felt, so that the 2 pi supported radiation travelling along the baffle
toward those tapered edges is absorbed as much as possible before
it gets there (recall that this absorption is effective at the tweeter's
output frequencies). In fact, even the cavity cut in the felt for the
tweeter is irregular in shape, so that no high frequency cavity resonances or time smears occur. Thus, the Angelus uses a 2 pi baffle
for its tweeter, without introducing the usual time smear problem.
Incidentally, a relatively large 2 pi baffle for the tweeter's entire range has a further advantage. The efficiency of the tweeter is
raised, which means that less power input is needed to the tweeter.
That's a crucial advantage for delicate tweeters that could be burned
out by too much power input - especially at the lower end of
their operating frequency range, which is just where music yields
more power input, yet paradoxically is just where most other
speakers with smaller baffles make the transition to 4 pi radiation
for their tweeter, thereby losing the efficiency advantage precisely
where the delicate tweeter needs it the most. Note also that more
radiation efficiency for the tweeter means less tweeter distortion.
In sum, while most other speakers have undesirable radiation
transitions right in the middle of the woofer's operating range (and
often another transition for the tweeter), the Angelus' unique design cleverly allows a smooth, constant radiation for the woofer's
entire range, and likewise for the tweeter. This gives the Angelus
smoother frequency response on axis, more neutral tonal balance
thanks to smoother power response into your room, and less time
smear. Meanwhile, the tapering of all cabinet dimensions bestows
added smoothness to all frequency and time response characteristics,
both externally and internally. The elegant beauty of the Angelus
enclosure design is functional to the music heard by the educated
ear, just as it is aesthetically pleasing to the educated eye.
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The lab measurements corroborate virtually all aspects of the
sound we heard from the Angelus, as described above. Figure 1
shows the on axis frequency response, measured at 2 metres. It is
extraordinarily flat and smooth (within about I db), confirming
neutral tonal balance we heard. Note particularly that the trebles are
dead flat up to the tweeter's limit at 17 kc, confirming our listening judgement that the trebles are not too bright in quantity. This
fact will be important when we see below why we heard the quality
of the trebles as having that electrostatic razor sharp character, in
spite of their quantity being accurate.
Incidentally, we experimented with different listening heights,
and were quickly able to zero in on what seemed like the correct
vertical listening axis. Moreover, this vertical axis clearly yielded
the best time coherence of the music, and also the best sounding
(most neutral) tonal balance. We later measured the listening
height of our ears, at this best sounding axis. It was precisely the
same as the listening height recommended by the manufacturer in
his explicit instruction booklet. So heed [he instruction booklet, if
you want to hear the Angelus at its very best.
The Angelus still sounds very good off the correct vertical
axis, and indeed is much more forgiving of listener misalignmem
than the TC-50 or many other speakers. This tolerance was confirmed by our lab measurements. Our measurements showed that
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3. time domain step response, 2 metres
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5. frequency response of transient's shadow, woofer near field
the frequency response and time response are both indeed the best at
the correct listening axis, but that they still stay very good well off
axis. both vertical and horizontal. That further explains why the
Angelus has such a neutral tonal balance as heard in a real room,
for its power response into the room is very smooth (unlike many
other speakers, which rapidly develop severe peaks and dips slightlyoffaxis).
Figure 2 shows the near field bass response of the woofer.
The bass response extends down to about 35 hz, below which there
is a gradual transition to a sealed box rolloff slope, indicating the
good quality bass transient perfonnance we heard. Note the wide,
shallow hump from about 110 hz to 300 hz (about 3 db high at its
maximum). This corroborates the rich warmth we heard in the An~
gelus' tonal balance (we define the warmth region as 100-300 hz).
Many other speakers in the past, which seemed to have an
electrostalic-like zip in the trebles, actually had a sharp brightness
peak somewhere in the tweeter's response that seemed to enhance
transient perfonnance. But these sharp peaks cause ringing after
each musical transient, and that artificial ringing is noticeable (and
objectionable) to the discriminating ear. The Angelus did not have
this sonic quality of artificial ringing after each treble transient,
which is why we surmised that the quantity of the trebles was correcl. And the frequency response measurement of figure 1 proves
that we were correct in our listening assessment. But then what
could explain the razor sharp electrostatic clarity of the Angelus'
trebles, which is so uncharacteristic for a soft dome tweeter? The
answer lies in the time domain step response, seen in figure 3.
Figure 3 shows that the time domain response of the Angelus
is excellent is virtually all aspects. The tweeter is correcl1y time
aligned with the woofer, and the response is quite well behaved, declining smoothly after the initial spike has settled down to a momentary flat top. Note also that the tail of the step response does
not drop below the zero line (as most other speakers do), which
confirms the good bass transient quality of the Angelus.
But what about that big initial spike? The height of the spike
is significant, about 80% beyond the height of the momentary flat
section that follows. The frequencies covered by the time duration
of this spike will clearly make a big initial impression on the earl
brain, at the beginning of each musical transient. What frequency
range is covered by this spike? The width of this spike is about 50
microseconds, which, using the 2 time constants rule of thumb,
corresponds to the frequencies above 6360 hz. We define the trebles
as beginning at 7000 hz. So this measurement corroborates exactly
the sonic quality we reporting hearing for the Angelus' trebles.
This initial spike indicates that the Angelus presents music's trebles prominently in time to the to ear/brain (much like some electrostatics), even though there is no emphasis in treble amplitude,
as we saw proven by the flat frequency response. Note also thai
there is no after ringing to this treble infonnation, as there would
4

be if there were a bright peak in the treble amplitude response.
What's' the cause of this initial time domain spike? Probably
the system phase response. The manufacturer phase response measurements show remarkably flat phase response up to 6000 hz, with
a downward slope above that; this matches the 6360 hz we inferred
from the time domain spike. Phase response errors are much more
benign sonically than amplitude response errors (especially sharp
ones). The Angelus' amplitude response is dead flat through the
trebles. And, as we noted, many listeners will appreciate the electrostatic-like clarity that this brings to the Angelus' trebles, an unusual achievement for a soft dome tweeter.
Figure 4 shows further corroboration of the midrange smoothness and neutrality we heard from the Angelus. It is a near field
measurement of the woofer, showing its performance up through
the midranges. This is exceptionally flat and smooth response for a
woofer driver. The usual raggedness from cone breakup modes,
seen in many other woofer drivers, is virtually absent. It is testimony to the TPX cone material used by Audax. Moreover, when
we moved the measuring mike all around the cone and even the
surround, we found equally smooth response. This shows that the
surround is exceptionally good at tenninating the cone vibrations,
and that in turn promises an absence of time smear as well as neutral frequency response.
So this woofer driver is very well behaved. But it still didn't
sound quite perfect, our one objection being that rubber band twang
shadow we heard after certain transients, with a pitch around 500
hz. The measuremem of figure 4 doesn't show this. There is a
hump up at 3300 hz, where the response is falling off, but that's
too high in frequency to correspond to what we heard. Were we imagining what we heard? How could we find it by measurement?
Recall that we heard the coloration as a shadow lingering after
transients. Well, the step we use as a test signal for measurements
is a transient, unlike the sine wave measurements used elsewhere
(see JournalS for discussion). Thus, we can evaluate the natural
transient response of a system, not just its forced continuous sine
wave response. We can, for example, look at just the shadow part
of the woofer's transient response, to see if there are any colorations around 500 hz in the lingering part of the woofer's response
to transients.
Figure 5 shows this. And there is the coloration we heard, in
the form of.a sharp notch around, you guessed it, 500 hz. The
sharpness of the notch portends long ringing at 500 hz periodicity
in the time domain. which is what makes this coloration noticeable to the ear/brain. This fundamental 500 hz pitch, combined with
the apparent overtones from the notches at 700, 1700, 2000, and
2600 hz, probably yield the rubbery quality we heard to the twang.
This measurement was evident all over the cone area. So the Audax
TPX cone driver isn't quite perfect, and might still be improved a
bil in its trailing energy decay characteristics. But it's still a very
good unit, and a worthy woofer for the Angelus.
All in all, then, the Angelus has distinctive capabilities and a
distinctive sound, and fills a valuable niche in its general price and
size category. For example, its rich natural warmth will appeal to
listeners who might think some competing speakers a bit too lean
in tonal balance. And, considering the other end of the spectrum,
its crystalline trebles will appeal to some listeners who might
think other soft dome tweeeter systems a bit too soft in the trebles.
Then of course there's the fantastic stereo imaging of the Angelus,
which is at world's best leveL The Angelus is a valuable alternative to these and other speaker systems, and your listening taste
priorities should determine which is the best speaker for you in
this price and size category.
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